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Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office 2007/2010 is an updated version of the Open XML SDK. It is available for download on the Microsoft Download Center. This article describes the new features of Open XML SDK 2.5. For information on the features of the.NET Framework and previous versions of the Open XML SDK, see the following topics: System.IO.Packaging .NET Framework 4.0 System.IO.Packaging Architecture
Using Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office Microsoft Office Open XML files store their data as XML documents. Open XML files are composed of a single ZIP file with a.zip extension. Microsoft Office 2007, Excel 2007, and PowerPoint 2007 use Open XML as the default file format. For more information about Open XML, see the Open XML website at: Overview of Open XML Packages To access and manipulate Open

XML files, you use the Open XML SDK. The Open XML SDK includes support for the Open XML file format and the underlying Open XML schema. The SDK is based on the System.IO.Packaging API, which provides access to the underlying ZIP file, and on the XML schemas for Open XML. You can use the Open XML SDK to: Process any part of an Open XML file, including the XML schema and the XML documents
Manipulate and display Open XML files in Windows Explorer, the Open XML in PowerPoint 2007, or a Microsoft Office document Use the Open XML SDK to access the ZIP archive contained in an Open XML file Open XML File Format and Open XML Schema To open and manipulate Open XML files, you must understand the file format and the XML schema. A ZIP archive is encapsulated in an Open XML file, which includes
the XML schema and document data. The ZIP archive contains three parts: The first part of the ZIP archive contains the manifest (see the specification for the manifest) for the ZIP archive and the header and footer of the archive. The second part of the ZIP archive contains a manifest for the Open XML package and header and footer. The third part of the ZIP archive contains the Open XML files and the manifest for the underlying

XML schema. Packages Can Contain Parts The Open XML SDK supports manipulating Open XML packages. A package can contain one or more parts. You can use a package to manipulate the parts of a package. A package represents an Open XML file. The package is the
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This topic introduces Open XML technology and describes how to work with the Open XML SDK 2.5. The following sections include the following topics: * How to open an Open XML package from a file. * How to open an Open XML package from a stream. * How to add text to a document. * How to add a table to a document. * How to save an Open XML package. * How to create Open XML spreadsheet cells. * How to save a
document as a package. * How to get information about a package. * How to open a document in binary mode. * How to open a document in text mode. * How to save a package as a stream. * How to create a package file from a stream. * How to get a list of elements within a package. * How to use a reference to open a package. * How to work with parts of an Open XML document. * How to write data to a part. * How to select a part
from a package. * How to copy a part. * How to move a part. * How to remove a part from a package. * How to extract a part. * How to get information about a package. * How to get a property on a part. * How to create a new part. * How to update a part. * How to save a package with a URI. * How to create a new package. * How to get information about a package. * How to get a list of parts from a package. * How to work with a

package in binary mode. * How to get a property on a part. * How to get an array of parts. * How to create a new part. * How to update a part. * How to get information about a part. * How to remove a part. * How to save a package to a file. * How to work with parts in binary mode. * How to get information about a part. * How to create a new part. * How to update a part. * How to get information about a part. * How to delete a part. *
How to save a document in a package. * How to add a workbook to a package. * How to add a worksheet to a workbook. * How to 77a5ca646e
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The Open XML SDK for.NET 2.5 includes the following features: * Provides strong typed access to Open XML schema elements and document elements using XML vocabulary. * Use of LINQ for programmatic access to the underlying structure of the Open XML Package. * Easily defines custom classes that can be serialized to and from Open XML packages and XML documents. * Easily creates Open XML packages from existing
files and custom XML documents. * Provides a simple mechanism to navigate through the contents of a package and easily access specific elements within the package. * Generates strongly typed part classes from the XML schema definitions that are included in Open XML packages. * Provides the ability to save strongly typed Open XML files that can be easily edited and converted back to files. The Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET is
written in C# and uses the.NET Framework. Developers can use this API to interact with Open XML files and packages. Related topics By default, the Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET uses the Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word.14 assembly to access the Open XML formats for word processing documents. The following topics describe how to use the Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET with the Open XML formats: * Open XML SDK 2.5
for.NET and Open XML documents * Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET and Open XML spreadsheets * Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET and Open XML presentations * Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET and Open XML word processing documents * Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET and Open XML charts Although the Open XML SDK 2.5 for.NET is part of the Office application programming interfaces (APIs), it is an independent product and
has no interaction with Microsoft Office applications. The SDK can be installed independently of the Office application programs and has no effect on the operation of Office applications. For more information, see the [Office SDK documentation]( on Microsoft Support. ## Open XML SDK 2

What's New In?

The Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office is a set of strongly typed classes to manipulate Open XML documents. The Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office provides strongly typed object classes that make it easier for you to manipulate Open XML packages and the Open XML schema elements inside of them. It uses LINQ to XML technology to provide strongly typed object access to the XML content inside Open XML
documents. It also simplifies the task of manipulating Open XML packages and underlying Open XML schema elements, and reduces the amount of code you must write to complete common tasks. The Open XML SDK 2.5 includes: OLE Package for Document (OPFD). OLE Package for Formula (OPFF). OLE Package for Worksheet (OPWX). OLE Package for Chart (OPDX). OLE Package for Chart (OPDC). OLE Package for
Drawing (OPDR). OLE Package for Drawing (OPDG). You can create, open, save, manipulate, and close a Microsoft Office Open XML package. You can also access and modify the underlying XML schema elements. The Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office also includes a COM interface called the Open XML SDK for Microsoft Office COM interface. This interface provides additional programming support for the most
common functions you use when you manipulate Open XML packages. The interface also includes a generic collection of interfaces that you can use to build any COM component that manipulates Open XML packages. The Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office contains programming samples that show you how to build a COM component that manipulates Open XML packages. The Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office
includes a full installation package that you can use to install the Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office on your development machine. You can also use the package to download and run the SDK samples. New in the Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office To support the next generation of Microsoft Office, the Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office includes several new features: OLE Packages for PowerPoint 2007. The
Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office includes the Open XML Packages for PowerPoint 2007, which enables you to create, open, manipulate, and close PowerPoint 2007 OLE packages. This is the first version of the Open XML SDK that supports the packaging technology for PowerPoint 2007. This means you can use it to create and manipulate OLE packages for PowerPoint 2007 files. Packaging for Presentation SlideShow. The
Open XML SDK 2.5 for Microsoft Office includes the Open XML Packaging for Presentation SlideShow OLE package. This OLE package enables you to create, open, manipulate, and close slide show packages. This is the first version of the Open XML SDK that supports slide show packaging. This means you
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System Requirements For Open XML SDK 2.5 For Microsoft Office:

At least one 10.7.2 or higher version Apple Computer's operating system installed and running on one or more Mac computers, or one or more 10.7.2 or higher versions Apple Computer's operating system running on one or more Apple supplied computer emulator. This version of the SDK is supported by 10.7.2 or higher versions of Apple's OS X. At least 3GB of free disk space available on Mac OS X's desktop. This version of the
SDK requires at least Mac OS X 10.6.7 (Snow
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